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A. A multi-Site infrastructure, with each city maintaining its
own fully functional Site and including at least one Delivery
Controller and SQL database in each Site location.
B. A single XenDesktop Site with three Satellite Zones and
implementing with the infrastructure in the Citrix Cloud.
C. A single XenDesktop Site with three zones (one Primary Zone
and two Satellite Zones) and one SQL database maintained in
each zone.
D. A single XenDesktop Site with three zones (one Primary Zone
and two Satellite Zones) and one SQL database.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
In order to have high quality in requirements, all of the
following characteristics should exist in the requirements
except for which one?
A. Cohesive
B. Complete
C. Consistent
D. Constrained
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Constrained is not an attribute of high quality in a
requirement. The requirements should be cohesive, complete,
consistent, correct, modifiable, unambiguous, and testable.
Answer A is incorrect. Cohesive is one of the characteristics
of quality in a requirement.
Answer B is incorrect. Consistent is one of the characteristics
of quality in a requirement.
Answer C is incorrect. Complete is one of the characteristics
of quality in a requirement.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which port in a vSphere Standard Switch is used to connect
Virtual NIC (vNIC)?
A. VMKernel
B. vNIC
C. Uplink
D. Physical
Answer: C
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